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Foreword   
 

In 2009, Center for Regionalism continued to develop its profile as an expert and 
activists' organization, on the national level and on the regional level as well. That was a year 
marked by grand discussion about the need for decentralization, where some perceived it as 
the only way toward further democratization and continuation of EU integration, while other 
thought of it as continuing decomposition of the country, initiated by self-proclaimed 
independence of Kosovo. Since its founding days, Center for Regionalism was a very active 
participant in this discussion. First steps were to take up expert approach to draft amendments 
to the Law on Regional Development and then to incorporate those amendments in the final 
text of the Law, through public engagement. During the boisterous discussion throughout 
Serbia about the Statute of Vojvodina, position of the Center for Regionalism was very present 
in the public.  
 

Experiences obtained through expert work were successfully continued over other areas 
of engagement of the Center for Regionalism. In Kosovo, six multiethnic municipalities are 
already implementing experiences collected during the pilot project Local Policies in 
Multiethnic Communities for two years. Same experiences are now being conveyed to Central 
Asia, Kyrgyzstan, also on expert basis. In that far away country, Center for Regionalism works on 
the creation of cross-border triangles of cooperation, together with local partner organizations, 
based on the Igman Initiative model, with the idea to setup the Association of Multiethnic Cities 
of Central Asia, similar to Philia.  
 

Activist part of engagement was evident both on the national level and on the regional 
level. During 2009, Center for Regionalism organized a series of discussions about regionalism 
and about ways of decentralization of Serbia, as well as about other important issues such as 
facing with the past, energy crisis and effects of world economic crisis on the social sphere. 
Together with non-governmental organizations in South Serbia, Center for Regionalism is 
working three years on reinforcement of their capacities and on empowerment for a more 
active engagement in that field.  
 

On the regional level, Center for Regionalism and their partners in Igman Initiative are 
also focusing their efforts to mend the consequences of proclamation of Kosovo's 
independence and its recognition by neighboring countries. Leaders of Igman Initiative have 
presented those efforts and calls to calm things down in numerous public occasions. During a 
press-conference held last year in Belgrade, they jointly appealed to all neighboring countries 
to help Bosnia and Herzegovina to enter the Schengen White List.  Advocacy for continuation of 
the process of normalization of relations between countries of this region was also heard at the 
20th Igman Initiative session held in early October on the Island of Brac. High-ranking officials 
from Croatia, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina took part in that session. 
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 This session was also important because of the beginning of rejuvenation of Igman 
Initiative. On that occasion, preparatory activities for establishment of Igman Initiative's Youth 
Forum were initiated. On the occasion of its tenth anniversary in 2010, Igman Initiative will be 
able to boast about securing the engagement of its youth as well, because the need for Igman 
Initiative's engagement will not cease in many years to come throughout this turbulent region. 
All in all, we had a very exciting and dynamic last year.  
 
 
 

Most cordially, 
 
 

Aleksandar Popov 

Director of the Center for Regionalism 
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ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES OF THE CENTER FOR REGIONALISM 

 

Civil Dialogue in the South of Serbia – year two  
1 January 2009 - 30 June 2009 
 

In the first phase of the project, the Centre for Regionalism managed to link NGOs from the 
south of Serbia with local authorities, creating a functional network of organizations. In addition 
to that, with the support of the Fund for an Open Society and in cooperation with local 
authorities, premises for activities of local NGOs were provided, as well as institutional grants 
aimed at bringing the premises into adequate condition and adaptation for the intended 
purpose.  
 
Following that, the Centre for Regionalism, in the second phase of the project, continued with 
its activities, organising panel discussions primarily on topics dealing with position of women, 
Roma population and young people, who, being most endangered, were identified as project 
target groups, as well as trainings for fostering capacities of organisations from the south of 
Serbia. Additionally, upon the request of the Centre for Regionalism, the Fund for an Open 
Society called for small-grant applications targeting organisations from the south of Serbia, 
aimed at creating conditions for the implementation of knowledge and skills of organisations 
which participated in trainings, seminars and discussions organised in the first year of the 
project. The Centre for Regionalism had a supervisory and a consultative role in the process of 
implementation of the projects – grant recipients. The purpose of the funded projects was 
resolving a crucial issue in the local community with a necessary emphasis on the position of 
young people, equality, Roma inclusion and inter-ethnic relations. The project was conducted 
from October 2008 to June 2009. 
 
In the period from January to July 2009, the Centre for Regionalism realised a number of 
activities within the project Civil Dialogue in the South of Serbia aimed at further improvement 
of capacities of civil society organisations from Preševo, Bujanovac and Medveđa, with a special 
attention paid to youth organisations and young people, as well as women and Roma 
organisation.  
 

• Training: Leadership Skills, Youth Activism and Education of Young People, Bujanovac 

7-8 March 2009 

Thirty-five young activists of NGOs from  Bujanovac, Preševo and Medveđa of Serbian, Albanian 
and Roma nationality took part in a two-day training Youth Activism and Education of Young 

People. This training was organised with an intention to introduce young members of civil 
sector organisations to basic notions of youth activism and to develop some of the skills needed 
for their further active involvement in the society. That was also an opportunity to address  
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basic problems young people face in their community and to discuss they can do to improve 
their position in the society.  
 
The aim of the first part of the training was to get to know each other better and to establish 
confidence in the group, which was followed by concrete exercises aimed at developing team 
spirit and learning what team work implies, how significant it is in the activities of NGOs, which 
roles are assumed in a team and how to improve personal contribution to team work. In the 
other part of the session, the most pressing problems and difficulties faced by young people in 
this area were discussed, and following that, the participants, divided into groups, were asked 
to conceive activities they could conduct to attract the attention of the wider public to these 
issues.  
 

• Panel Discussion: Inclusion of Roma Population in the Municipalities of Preševo, 

Bujanovac and Medveđa, 12 June 2009 

 

 

A panel discussion under the title Inclusion of Roma 

Population in the Municipalities of Preševo, Bujanovac 

and Medveđa was held in Bujanovac Culture Centre on 
12 June 2009. Following two years of activities within the 
project Civil Dialogue in the South of Serbia, in the course 
of a series of trainings and meetings with representatives 
of the civil sector and local self-governments, it was 
spotted that Roma population, as a specific community, 
was insufficiently included in the public life, that 
advantages of the Roma Decade were not enough 

promoted and that local population lacks information on the opportunities offered by the 
programme. Therefore, the aim of that discussion was to enable an open dialogue to be held by 
the central government, local government – NGOs on making joint efforts, through different 
forms of cooperation, to improve the Roma inclusion. Participants in the panel discussion were 
representatives of NGOs dealing with Roma issues in those three municipalities, Ljuan Koka, 
Head of Secretariat for Implementation of Roma National Strategy in the Ministry for Human 
and Minority Rights and  Božidar Nikolić, Director of Romaniten, a Roma association from 
Kragujevac. Ljuan Koka presented results of the Roma national strategy implementation 
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achieved until then, whereas Božidar Nikolić had a power point presentation under the title A 

Development Policy of Activities in a Local Community with an Aim of Improving the Position of 

the Roma Population with a Special Focus on Education and Economic Strengthening of the 

Roma Population – Kragujevac Model of an example of good practice in the municipality of 
Kragujevac.  
 

• Training: Gender Equality, 13-14 June 2009 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On 13 and 14 June 2009, at the Bujanovac Rozafa Hotel, a two-day taining on equality was held 
for approximately 20 members of NGOs from Preševo, Bujanovac and Medveđa. The 
participants were given an opportunity to get familiar with the basic notions relating to gender 
and sex, women human rights, gender analysis, gender-sensitive thinking, gender-equality 
implementation mechanism, as well as gender budgeting. It was clearly spotted at the training 
that a patriarchal matrix was deeply rooted in the south of Serbia and in a lively discussion 
participants openly questioned and changed their positions, particularly when unpaid work, 
proprietary rights of women and gender-determined cultural and habitual patterns and implied 
rules of conduct were concerned. The participants were presented a number of statistical data 
indicating the position of women in our society with a special emphasis on the political 
participation of women, as well as statistical data on salaries of men and women. All the 
participants attended such training for the first time and they stated in the evaluation process 
that knowledge they gained was very useful. The training was conducted by Tatjana Tucić and 
Maša Mitrović from the Centre for Regionalism.  
 

 

• Meeting of Youth Activists from Serbia under the Title Youth Activism 

 

Activities within the meeting of youth activists were divided into two parts. One was realised in 
Preševo on 6 March 2009, when approximately 30 representatives of youth organisations 
gathered at a panel discussion under the title From Youth Activism to Local Policies for the 

Young People. 
The reason for organising this panel discussion within the project Civil Dialogue in the South of 

Serbia was a finding of the project team that young people, as a driving force in the 
development of the region, are not sufficiently included in the processes of youth local policies 
creation and that in the municipalities of Preševo, Bujanovac and Medveđa youth activism was 
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poorly promoted as a mechanism of improving quality of life of young people. This particularly 
refers to local self-government bodies, as well and NGOs. Due to that, the issue of development 
of youth activism and pursuance of youth policies on the local level was included in the project. 
A panel discussion was held on 6 March 2009 in the Preševo Cultural Centre. Its participants 
were: 
 

- Goran Radisavljević, Coordinator of the Regional Office for Young People of the Ministry 
of Youth and Sport; 

- Selami Bektaši, representative of the Coordination Body for the South of Serbia;  
- Armend Limani, Coordinator of the Office for Young People of the Municipality of 

Bujanovac; 
- Ragmi Mustafa, representative of the Municipality of Bujanovac; 
- Milutin Vuković, representative of the Municipality of Medveđa 

 
The panel was attended by members of NGOs from Preševo, Bujanovac and Medveđa, 
predominantly young people and those working with young people in their organisations.  
The representative of Ministry of Youth and Sport presented the National Youth Strategy and 
announced continuation of the implementation of the Action Plan in the form of an 
advertisement for projects of youth organisations. He also explained the process of drawing up 
Local Youth Action Plans for which activists of NGOs expressed a special interest. The 
representative of the Coordination Body announced an advertisement for projects of civil-
society organisations in all three municipalities by the end of March this year. The Coordinator 
of the Office for Young People of the municipality of Bujanovac presented activities of the 
Office since its establishment in May 2008, as well as the results of the research on the 
problems and needs of young people in this municipality conducted by the Office last year. The 
representative of the municipality of Bujanovac raised the question of education of young 
people in their mother tongue and elementary conditions of education, whereas the 
representative of the municipality of Medveđa briefly presented the youth population in his 
municipality and activities undertaken to improve their position.   
 
Those who attended the panels expressed greatest interest in the activities of the Offices for 
Young People in Bujanovac and Preševo, and for the procedure of opening the office in 
Medveđa, as it does not exist there. In addition to that, a number of questions relating to Local 
Action Plans and the procedure of their drawing up were asked. Speakers were quite motivated 
to answer all the questions, and they illustrated them with examples from other municipalities 
and NGOs in Serbia.   
 
The other part of this activity was realised in Sremski Karlovci. The reason for such structure of 
the meeting (two places - Preševo and Sremski Karlovci)  was the wish to give young people 
from the south of Serbia an opportunity to get out of their local communities and learn more 
on the way youth organisations in Vojvodina function. For that reason, the Ecological Centre in 
Sremski Karlovci was selected to be a place to hold the meeting, as it recently became the main 
centre of youth meetings and is an excellent example of cooperation of the local self-
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government with civil society organisations. At the same time, training under title Intercultural 

Studies was held in the camp.  
 
The camp and training were organised from 14 to 18 July 2009. Fifteen young people of 
Albanian, Serbian and Roma nationality took part in those activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the course of the camp, the participants could attend two workshops dealing with identity 
and oral local history. Discussions on cultural patterns, religion and customs of peoples living in 
the south of Serbia were initiated. Workshops were held by Tatjana Tucić. 
In addition to that, another workshop, Creative Thinking, was also held. Through a number of 
exercises and games, the participants got familiar with elementary notions of the thinking 
process, making logical conclusions, human thought development, phases of creative process 
and brainstorming techniques. The workshop was held by Maša Mitrović. 
 
Following that, a workshop Reporters in Action was held. Participants were divided into four 
groups and each had its leader in charge of assignment of tasks within the group. Each group 
got an assignment to conduct a research of a few prominent places in Sremski Karlovci, to write 
coverage on them, to take photos of buildings and places of interest, to interview a citizen of 
Sremski Karlovci and to make a power point presentation of the research. The aim of the 
workshop was to practice team work in carrying out specific tasks and getting familiar with the 
history of Sremski Karlovci.  
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
On the last day of the camp, the participants had an opportunity ot attend an interactive 
lecture under the title Twentieth Century – from Demolished to Globalised World. This 
innovative multimedia lecture gave the participants a overview of the most significant events in 
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the 20th century, enabling them to view themselves as subjects on a wider global level in the 
world that went a long way in the development of its own thoughts and social awareness. The 
lecture opened a number of issues, particularly those of reversible processes (neo-
conservatism, strengthening of the right, nationalism, return to tradition...), and there were 
debates on human rights, organisation of society, fascism, feminism, religion, culture, 
participation of citizens in social processes. The lecturer was Đorđe Karan, head of Individua, a 
school of critical opinion from Belgrade. 
 
In the course of the Civil Dialogue in the South of Serbia, more than 200 participants and 
approximately 30 different organisations from Preševo, Bujanovac and Medveđa attended 
trainings, workshops and panel discussions. Besides, 13 projects conducted by organisations 
from these three municipalities were realised through the Small Grant Programme. 
 
Although the absence of a strategic approach in the civil sector development left visible 
consequences on their present work, the Centre for Regionalism, against the support of the 
Fund for an Open Society, made a significant succes in education and capacity building of civil 
society organisations. A civil sector core was established, comprised of the most active 
organisations which demonstrated readiness to change and advance. In addition to that, we 
believe that inter-ethnic cooperation, as well as cooperation with local self-governments has 
significantly improved compared to the previous period. The active attitude of the coordinators 
of the Civil Dialogue in the South of Serbia significantly contributed to the establishment of firm 
links and confidence among organisations, and the majority of them see the Centre for 
Regionalism as a partner they can always rely on.  
 
The Centre for Regionalism will continue with activities of assisting organisations which proved 
to be dedicated, having capacities and willing to work on changes and further development on 
the local level. It is necessary to focus on exchange of experience, new ideas, building bridges 
and fostering cooperation with organisations out of the region of Preševska dolina. The other 
direction of project upgrading is creation and realisaton of projects through the partnership of 
the civil and public sector, i.e. local NGOs and local self-governments. 
 
 

Conference Social Policies in the Light of the World 

Economic Crisis 
Belgrade 24th – 25th April 2009. 

 
The world economic crisis, with its long-term consequences on the global economy, caused 
particularly serious problems in the social sphere. Loss of jobs, cuts in salaries and reduced 
capability of states to protect socially most vulnerable groups through adequate social policies, 
are only some of the consequences of this economic crisis. These consequences are particularly 
felt in countries in transition, which means all countries of the region of south-east Europe, in 
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which problems in the social sphere could spill over to the political terrain and cause instability 
in them.  
 
Each of the countries of the region, with a due respect for traits of each of them, is trying to 
design its own strategy of a response to the economic crisis and to absorb, through appropriate 
social policies, to the greatest possible extent, its consequences in the social sphere.  
 

 
 
 
In spite of the fact that the situation differs from country to country in the region, experience in 
facing problems in formulating and implementing appropriate social policies can be applied in 
other countries as well. Having all that in mind, the Centre for Regionalism from Novi Sad, 
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy in the Government of 
Serbia held in Palata Srbije in Belgrade on 24 and 25 April 2009 a two-day regional conference 
under the title SOCIAL POLICIES IN THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD ECONOMIC CRISIS.   
 
The conference had approximately one hundred participants, representatives of governments, 
international organisations, trade unions and NGOs from Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, 
Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia, Hungary, Slovakia and Germany, as well as 
expert in this area.  
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Opening addresses were given by Mirko Cvetković, Prime Minister of the Government of the 
Republic of Serbia, Josep Lloveras, Head of European Commission Delegation to Belgrade, 
Michael Ehrke, Director of Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Office in Belgrade, Aleksandar Popov, Co-
President of the Igman Initiative for Serbia, as well as Ante Marković, President of the Federal 
Executive Council of the SFRY (in the period 16 March 1989 to 20 December 1991).  Conference 
opening was moderated by Rasim Ljajić, Minister of Labour and Social Policy in the Government 
of the Republic of Serbia. 
The conference was divided in three thematic units. In the first part, ministers in charge (or 
their deputies) from the countries of the region presented their current social policies and steps 
taken in the elimination of the global crisis consequences with an emphasis on measures to 
keep the existing jobs; the second part was on mechanisms and functioning of social dialogue 
and the third part dealt with the protection of socially most vulnerable groups.   
Vladimir Gligorov, an expert from the Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies 
attended the conference and made conclusions and gave recommendations. 
 
The conference was highly publicised, both due to the topic it dealt with, and the participation 
of Ante Marković, a former president of the Executive Council of the SFRY, who appeared 
publicly in Serbia for the first time after 17 years. 

 

“Vojvodina in the Processes of European 

Integration and Inter-Regional    

 Cooperation” 
Novi Sad, April 23rd, 2009. 
 
In cooperation with Provincial Secretariat for Regional and International Cooperation, Center 
for Regionalism organized one day conference “Vojvodina in the Processes of European 
Integration and Inter-Regional Cooperation”.  
 

                     
       

Event was held in Novi Sad on 23. April in Hotel Park. In order to focus on main aspects of 
Vojvodina role in European integration and its contribution towards the process through 
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establishing and strengthening cross regional ties within the Balkan and Europe, conference 
was consisted from following panels: 
 

• European Union and Future of the Regional Policy 

• Experiences of Regionalization in Certain Countries and Perspectives of the Cross-Border 
(Inter-Territorial) Cooperation  

• Vojvodina in the Euro-Regional Cooperation Processes  
 

In opening ceremony, President of the Executive Council of the AP of Vojvodina and State 
Secretary in the Ministry of Economy and Regional Development presented their vision of 
Vojvodina role in European integration of Serbia. On first panel, relevant speakers from the 
Committee of Regions and European Regional Policy Commissioner discussed regional policy of 
EU and its possible revision.  Experiences of the EU countries and its cross border cooperation 
were topics of the second panel whose key speakers introduced practices of Italian Region of 
Veneto and Austrian Region of Salzburg to the participants. Third panel was focused on 
Vojvodina achievements within euro regional cooperation, especially border municipality’s 
achievements and provincial and state initiatives towards this goal.  
 

European Week of Regions and Cities- OPEN DAYS 

2009 
Bruxelles, October 2009 
 
Director of the Center for Regionalism, Aleksandar Popov took part in this year's “Open Days 2009”, in 
Bruxelles, on October 5-8th. Mr. Popov went to Bruxelles as a member of the delegation of the 
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, a local partner in implementation of this project.  
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On this occasion, Autonomous Province of Vojvodina participated under a slogan “EUROPEAN YEAR OF 
CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION – Creative action for innovation”, together with regions: Styria (Austria), 
Croatian Regions, Friuli- Venezia- Giulia (Italia), Kujawsko-Pomorskie (Poland), West Pannonia (Hungary). 
 
This year's subject of OPEN DAYS was focused on cohesion policies, territorial cooperation, climate and 
innovations; most important goal of this manifestation was to facilitate exchange, debates and 
networking between experts and decision-makers in regional and local development, from public, 
private and financial sectors. 
 
For more details about “Open Days 2009”, please follow the link: 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/conferences/od2009/index.cfm 

 

Regional promotion of the European Week of 

Regions and Cities- OPEN DAYS 2009  

Novi Sad, October 19th, 2009 

 
Center for Regionalism and Provincial Secretariat for Regional and International Cooperation at the 
Executive Council of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina have organized a regional promotion of the 
manifestation European Week of Regions and Cities- OPEN DAYS 2009 on Friday, October 16

th
 in Novi 

Sad. 

 
 

          
 
 
This year, for the first time, Autonomous Province of Vojvodina participated as official partner at the 
European Week of Regions and Cities- OPEN DAYS 2009, held in October 5-8

th
 2009 in Bruxelles.  

At the promotion of this manifestation which was held in the club “Two Angels”, Director of the Center 
for Regionalism, Aleksandar Popov and Deputy Provincial Secretary for Regional and International 
Cooperation, Vladimir Pandurov, addressed the audience of over seventeen representatives from public 
and private sectors, government and provincial institutions, NGOs and media. 
 
After introductory speeches, Mr. Pandurov had presented the Secretariat's activities in the field of 
regional and international cooperation, together with effects of this year's participation of provincial 
institutions at the European Week of Regions and Cities- OPEN DAYS 2009.  
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Promotion of the book “Constitutional framework 

of a regional country – example of Serbia”, written by 

professor Marijana Pajvancic, PhD 
Novi Sad, November 10th 2009 
 

Center for Regionalism from Novi Sad, together with the Provincial Secretariat for Regional and 
International Cooperation, have organized a promotion of the book “Constitutional framework 

of a regional country – example of Serbia, written by professor Marijana Pajvancic, PhD.  
Beside the author, Aleksandar Popov, Director of the Center for Regionalism and professor 
Jovan Komsic, PhD – consulting editor, addressed the audience.  This book is a result of many 
long hours and efforts to compile all proposed drafts of the Constitution of Serbia, created 
within the framework of engagement of the expert group by the Center for Regionalism. 
 
 

                
 
Professor Marijana Pajvancic, author – results of my research have shown that all proposed 

drafts of the Constitution are indeed much more liberal than the Constitution of Serbia that was 

passed. Many of these draft Constitutions are in keeping with standards of European regions 

and methods of defining competencies, etc, whereas today we have a Constitution with a very 

limited room for regional development. . 
 
In this book, the author has pointed out that citizens' right to provincial autonomy guaranteed 
by main constitutional principles was not consistently derived and that autonomy and local 
communities are not constitutional categories – those are legal categories. These claims were 
substantiated by the findings of the Venice Commission which had criticized the Constitution of 
Serbia few months after it was passed.   
 
Readers can find all this and other views in the book “Constitutional framework of a regional 

country – example of Serbia” , published with support from the Provincial Secretariat for 
Regional and International Cooperation, within the project  “Open days 2009” conducted by the 
Center for Regionalism from Novi Sad. 
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Expert Group for Regional Development Law  

In mid 2008, Ministry of Economy and Regional Development made a draft Law on Regional 
Development, withdrawn soon after due to serious objections received from the community of 
experts and politicians. This Law was to restructure Serbia, for the first time, into statistical 
regions, which was a prerequisite for EU pre-accession funds. Innovated text of the Draft Law 
appeared in late 2008 and Ministry of Economy and Regional Development exposed the Law to 
a public discussion which went on till end of March 2009. Engaging in this public discussion, 
Center for Regionalism teamed-up the expert group for the task of making analytical reviews 
and amendments to this text. Members of this expert group were: Professor Jovan Komsic, 
teacher at the Faculty of Economy in Subotica, Ivan Knezevic, member of the organization of 
experts CESS from Novi Sad, Tatjana Pavlovic, USAID's expert and Borislav Stojkov, Director of 
the Department for Spacial Planning. On the basis of the analytical review of the proposed Draft 
Law on Regional Development, expert group offered a set of amendments designed to improve 
this document. They proposed to single out Vojvodina and City of Belgrade from other 
statistical regions, having in mind their legal personality and their government bodies, and give 
them responsibility of managing regional development. Among other propositions, introduction 
of mandatory public discussion in all procedures of passing documents on development should 
be pointed out.  
During the final discussion held in Novi Sad, Aleksandar Popov, Director of the Center for 
Regionalism, delivered the expert group's proposed amendments to Mladjan Dinkic, Minister of 
Economy and Regional Development. Large part of proposed amendments was incorporated in 
the final text of the Law. Representatives of the Ministry of Economy and Regional 
Development frequently emphasized in the media that this was a good example of 
collaboration between the public and the civil sector, in such an important area of legislature.  
 

 

Expert Group of the National Council for 

Decentralization 
 

After passing of the new Constitution in 2006, Center for Regionalism formed the expert group 
for the task of expert analysis of the part of Constitution focused on territorial organization of 
government. Final result of expert group's work was the study DECENTRALIZATION IN THE 
CONTEXT OF THE NEW CONSTITUTION OF SERBIA. And EU INTEGRATION. This study showed 
that Serbia, even after passing new Constitution (centralist by nature, as reported by the Venice 
Commission) remains a highly centralized country. Expert group's views were promoted on a 
series of panels and round table discussions throughout Serbia. They sent out a message that 
Serbia will not be able to advance on the path to EU integration without decentralization. Partly 
due to this lobbying campaign launched by the Center for Regionalism, Government of Serbia 
brought a Decree of establishment of the National Council for Decentralization in May 2009. 
Same Decree included making of the expert group by the National Council which employed all 
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experts of the Center for Regionalism. Aleksandar Popov, Director of the Center for Regionalism 
was appointed as a coordinator of this expert group. This came as recognition of Center's many 
years of expert engagement in this field. Mission of this expert group is to devise the National 
Strategy for Decentralization, as a foundation for initiation of this process.  

 

Traditional Anti- fascistic encounters 

 

In 2009, The Centre for Regionalism organised a traditional meeting in Venac, marking, with its 
friends and associates from the country and the region 9 May, the Victory Day (over fascism) 
and the Europe Day. This informal event is an opportunity for people to see each other, 
exchange opinions and information, plan how to foster friendly and partner links necessary for 
the realisation of activities and ideas, primarily of the Igman Initiative, but of other important 
networks founded or co-founded by the Centre for Regionalism as well. This event gathered 
more that 50 friends and associates from Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro 
and Kosovo. 
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IGMAN INITIATIVE  
 

Ad hoc Energy Forum – “Regional energy security 

and solidarity – challenges and perspectives” 
 

   
 

On January 23rd 2009, Igman Initiative organized the ad hoc Energy Forum on the subject: 
“Regional energy security and solidarity – challenges and perspectives”. The meeting took place 
in Belgrade, with representatives of this regional network of non-governmental organizations 
from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Croatia and Serbia. 
 
Organization of this ad hoc Energy Forum comes out of a desire to emphasize the fact that 
renewal of regional cooperation also includes an inevitable dimension of instigating political 
dialogs and cooperation in the field of energy supply, which is one of the key areas of 
contemporary international relations. Cooperation in the field of energy supply is an inevitable 
precondition for sustainable development and progress of all countries of this region. 
Immediate motivation was the unprecedented energy crisis in the region after supply of natural 
gas from Russia was terminated. In spite of the fact that it was a consequence of a Russian – 
Ukrainian conflict, it was the countries of Southeast Europe that received the hardest hit. In 
fact, regional energy insecurity became evident. Countries of the region are highly dependable 
on Russian supply of natural gas; Bosnia and Herzegovina depend on it completely; 90% of 
Serbia depends on it, while Croatia enjoys a bit better position thanks to the high percentage of 
national production. Only Montenegro does not use natural gas in industry, remote heating 
systems and as a crude material. Energy interdependence is a fact that needs to be additionally 
valorized through the promotion of regional cooperation.  
 
Participants of the meeting have agreed that the gas crisis requires a solution on the national 
and regional level. Because, crisis is over but problem remains unsolved. New energy policy is 
needed both on national and regional levels, as well as on a broader scale, which should include 
a better anticipation of energy security, interdependence and solidarity. Obviously, in terms of 
short and middle term projections, energy security in the field of natural gas, an energy 
material of future for its ecological features and amount of global reserves, is in danger. Energy 
crisis coincides with the global financial crisis and recession in a Euro zone crucial for the region, 
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which might slow down and impede realization of plans for construction of energy supply 
facilities.  
 
On the national level, energy security in the field of natural gas supply, secures only 
improvements to energy efficiency, development of renewable source and market regulation. 
Externally, diversification of sources and pipelines for natural gas supply is essential. Market for 
crude oil and natural gas in the region is small and divided and therefore very sensitive to crisis 
in supply. Regional and cross-border cooperation in the field of oil and gas supply is inadequate. 
In regard to infrastructure, it all comes down to pipelines from Rijeka to Pančevo and Serbian 
pipeline to Sarajevo. Situation is better in electric energy sector.  
 
As a network of NGOs dedicated to multidimensional regional cooperation in overcoming 
problems that resulted from the recent past, as well to all possibilities of regional development, 
stability, European and Euro-Atlantic integration, Igman Initiative has identified a need and its 
interest in motivation of public, governmental and non-governmental actors to seek solutions 
in regional cross-border cooperation and synergy. Energy security begins in one’s own home, 
but it doesn’t end there. In this sense, greater attention must be dedicated to adequate 
incitements to overcoming and abrogation of obstacles in the development of energy 
cooperation. Great potential for stronger cooperation lay in the field of energy efficiency 
improvements. Governments should put energy security and solidarity on the top of priority 
lists in their dialogs. It would be useful in many ways. Igman Initiative supports all signs of 
solidarity expressed in gas transit (gas supply for Bosnia and Herzegovina via Serbia). This 
example and its positive echoes have proved the significance of additional regional agreements 
in the field of energy security and solidarity through the construction of natural gas and crude 
oil storage deposits, as well as through gas and electricity interconnections.  
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Novi Sad opens Srdjan Aleksic's passageway 
Novi Sad on July 23rd 2009. 
 

                           
                                             Rade Aleksic at the passageway named after his son  

Ceremonious unveiling of Srdjan Aleksic passageway nameplate took place in downtown Novi 
Sad on July 23rd 2009.  This passageway was named after a young man from Trebinje who was 
killed for defending his Bosniak neighbor.   Srdjan Aleksic's passageway is right in the center of 
Novi Sad. It connects the main street of the town's pedestrian area with a part of Novi Sad 
where a number of clubs very popular among young people of Novi Sad are situated. 
 
“Thanks to the city of Novi Sad” - late young man's father, Rade Aleksic uttered through tears, 
“young people can cherish the memory of Srdjan as a symbol of humanity”.  
 
"I wish you a friend you can always rely on , for better and for worse, and I wish this friend of 
yours always has a friend in you to rely on. That was Srdjan's way. Today, Novi Sad is once again 
my town. Thank you” - Rade Aleksic said at the ceremonious unveiling of the passageway 
nameplate “Srdjan Aleksic's passageway”.  
Chairman of the Assembly of Novi Sad, Aleksandar Jovanovic, said that Srdjan Aleksic was the 
antiwar hero who clearly proved that war only brought hatred and stupidity and that there was 
no future with war.   
"Srdjan clearly stated that values such as tolerance, understanding of differences, 
coexistence...are the true heritage of the civilization, unbound by space and time" - Jovanovic 
said.   
He also added that there is a connection between Srdjan Aleksic and city of Novi Sad, because 
this city was founded on centuries-old values of tolerance, coexistence and understanding. 
Co-President of the Igman Initiative, Aleksandar Popov said that it was his wish that people like 
Srdjan Aleksic should be young people's role models. War criminals and false patriots, people 
who gave orders to kill innocent civilians, should not be role models for young people” - Popov 
said.  
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Srdjan Aleksic was killed in January 1993 in the immediate vicinity of the Police Station in 
downtown Trebinje.  
 
He attempted to defend Alen Glavovic, Bosniak from Trebinje, who was forced out of a coffee 
shop and beaten with gun-stocks by four armed and uniformed members of the Army of 
Republic of Srpska.  
 
Aleksic went after them and shouted at them to release his neighbor Alen, after which they 
turned to him and beat him to death with gun-stocks.  
 
Alen Glavovic survived the war and today he lives in Sweden, with wife and two children. He 
visits Srdjan Aleksic's grave in Trebinje once a year and maintains contact with Rade Aleksic.   
Initiative to name the passageway after Srdjan Aleksic was submitted to the Town Council by 
non-governmental organizations members of Gradjanska Vojvodina alliance and Igman 
Initiative.  
 
Today, these non-governmental organizations have forwarded the initiative to other cities of 
this region to follow the example of Novi Sad.  
 

Dance knows no borders 

  

Igman Initiative's youth dance troupe REBEL DEVELOPMENT, under the slogan DANCE KNOWS 
NO BORDERS, performed during several consecutive years in areas where consequences of 
wars and psychological barriers from the past decade are still evident between different ethnic 
groups. First performance took place in 2007 in Mostar, at the square that divides the town 
between Croatian and Bosnian parts. Following year, they performed in Kosovo – in Prishting 
and in Gracanica.  
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Rebel Development dance troupe's tour in September 2009 included Srebrenica, Trebinje and 
Herzeg Novi. Sreberenica was chosen because it was a symbol of tragedy in wartimes of the 
past decade. Many young people from Srebrenica and Bajina Basta, neighboring municipality in 
Serbia, came to attend the dance troupe's concert. Guest performance in Trebinje and Herceg 
Novi was dedicated to promotion of cooperation on the tripartite border between Bosnia and 
Hercegovina and Croatia. Performances in these towns were preceded by press-conferences, 
jointly held by Mayors of these Towns together with Aleksandar Popov, co-President of Igman 
Initiative for Serbia. During these conferences, results achieved in the process of rebuilding 
cooperation throughout this area were presented and citizens were invited to attend the 
performance of the dance troupe. Response, especially among young people, was huge and in 
this way, main message of Igman Initiative about the need to overcome all barriers, especially 
those between young people was successfully conveyed. 
 

 

XX Session of Igman Initiative 

Present Relations among the Countries of the 

Region –Incentive or Drag on the Way to the EU 
October 3-6, 2009. Brač Island, Croatia 
 

                              
 
The 20th session of the Igman Initiative on Present Relations among the Countries of the Region 
–Incentive or Drag on the Way to the EU was held in Supetar on the island of Brač (Croatia) on 
October 3-6 2009. This session of the Igman Initiative gathered a great number of high-ranking 
politicians and representatives of the civil sector from the former SFRY. Among them, President 
of the Republic of Croatia Stjepan Mesić, Speaker of the Parliament of Montengergo Ranko 
Krivokapić, Mr Milorad Pupovac, Mrs Vesna Pusić attended the meeting, as well as others. 
President of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Željko Komić was to attend the 
meeting, but due to ethnically motivated incidents in Široki Brijeg (B-H), he had to cancel his 
participation on the day of its beginning. There was no official from the Republic of Serbiar at 
the Brač gathering. 
 
The assessment of the participants of the 20th session of the Igman Initiative is that the 
situation in the region is far from being normalized as it has was expected after the end of wars 
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on the territory of the former Yugoslavia and that political tensions exist not only in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, but in other countries and in bilateral relations as well.   
Within the 20th session the Summer School of Democracy was held with the participation of 
forty young people from Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro. The topic 
they dealt with was "Is Identity without Hatred and Intolerance Possible?” The Summer School 
of Democracy is held every year on Brač and is co-organized by the Civil Committee for Human 
Rights from Zagreb and Igman Initiative. This year’s organization was supported by the Embassy 
of the Kingdom of Netherlands in Zagreb.  
 
Two special events took place during the 20th session of the Igman Initiative. The first was 
presentation of a special recognition by the Igman Initiative to the President of the Republic of 

Coratia Stjepan Mesić. This recognition was awarded to President Stjepan Mesić for his 
recognition of potentials of complementary possibilities of non-governmental organizations 
involved in human rights protection and promotion of democracy on the one and politicians 
holding highest state offices on the other hand, and he himself as president of the Republic of 
Croatia has been promoting and activiely participating in builiding up this cooperation. With 
such an attitude he specifically contributed to the affirmation of the Igman Initiative and its 
activities aimed at faster normalization of relations among the countries signatories of the 
Dayton Agreement.       
 

      
 

The other special event that marked the 20th session of the Igman Initiative was setting up of 
an Igman Initiative Youth Forum. Set up with an aim of promoting the ideas of the Igman 
Initiative among the young people in the region and a wish to continue with the Igman Initiative 
activities in the period to follow, this forum is meant to gather young people from the countries 
signatories of the Dayton Agreement and its activities are aimed at promotion of regional 
cooperation and normalization of relations, democracy, tolerance and observance of human 
rights. The Youth Forum is to conduct its activities on the territory of countries signatories of 
the Dayton Agreement and will be a constituent part of the Igman Intitiative. 
 
20th session of the Igman Initiative was supported by: Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Mott 
Foundation and Friedrich Ebert Foudation – Sarajevo Buerau. 
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5th meeting of the Commission for cross-border 

cooperation in case of natural and other disasters, and 

the Tripartite initiative for natural resource 

management 

Herceg Novi, July 8th 2009 
 
 

 
 

Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs from Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia, 
together with the donor conference for projects approved by the Commission for cross-border 

cooperation in case of natural and other disasters, as well as in the sphere of natural resource 

management on the tripartite border between Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Croatia was held on July 8th in Herceg Novi.  
 
Five projects approved by the Commission were presented on this conference. Among those 
projects, creation of the Regional Firefighting Center is the most significant one. Ministers 
Rocen (Montenegro), Jandrokovic (Croatia) and Alkalai (Bosnia and Herzegovina) took pleasure 
in recognizing the extreme importance of those projects that overcome halts in cooperation in 
this sphere. 
 
As a conclusion of this meeting, positive results of the Tripartite initiative's work carried out 
during the presidency of Montenegro initiated in Neum, were pointed out. Readiness to 
continue this work on initiation and realization of new projects was also confirmed, with 
stronger and more direct engagement of local communities and their authorities which are to 
receive full support from central governments of the three countries. On this occasion, 
presidency over the Commission was handed over to Bosnia and Herzegovina for the next 
period. 
 
Commission for cross-border cooperation in case of natural and other disasters, as well as in 
the sphere of natural resource management, together with projects created in the framework 
of this Commission, are a result of eight years of work and lobbying of Igman Initiative and 

East-West Institute. 
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SUPPORT OF THE IGMAN INITIATIVE TO BOSNIA 

AND HERZEGOVINA TO GET ON THE WHITE 

SCHENGEN LIST 

 

       
 

At the beginning of the next year, the Igman Initiative will mark its 10th anniversary.   
On the occasion of announcing this anniversary, at a press conference held in Media centar in 
Belgrade on 12 November 2009, the Igman Initiative co-presidents from the four countries of 
the Dayton Agreement proposed to local authorities to make efforts in each country of the 
region individually to get Bosnia and Herzegovina as soon as possible on the white Schengen 
list, and to, to that end, permanently suspend the visa regime between Croatia and Serbia, 
enabling joint border crossing with identity cards. 
 
“The main task of the Igman Initiative today is to criticize the authorities any time they do not 

perform tasks they are supposed to, or fail to perform it efficiently enough. “, said Aleksandar 

Popov, a co-president of the Igman Initiative for Serbia.  
 
He pointed out that the Initiative in ten years of its activities did a lot, in spite of the fact that 
many of its activities are not seen, as there is still no political will to resolve open issues in the 
region.  
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Civic Dialogue Kosovo – Serbia 

 

“Local Policies in Multiethnic Communities-

Kosovo” 
 

Local Policies in Multiethnic Communities-Kosovo (municipalities Obilic, Gnjilane and Prizren)  
is two year project which aims to analyze and evaluate legal and local regulations as well as 
practice on the subject of the minority rights, interethnic relations, and to build capacity of local 
governments in multiethnic communities. In this context, project seeks to promote human and 
minority rights and inter ethnic collaboration in order to contribute to normalization of 
situation in the entire Kosovo. During the 2008 period Center for regionalism along with their 
partner Mother Theresa Society form Pristina implemented these activities:  introducing 
conference, formation of Project Board as a managing and Focus Group as a monitoring body, 
training for local government representatives and civil society organizations from respective 
municipalities, as well as research on local regulations concerning interethnic relations and 
minority rights and practice in their implementation. The results of this research were 
presented at roundtable discussions at the beginning of 2009, in Obilic, Gnjilane and Prizren. 
That was the opportunity to publicly announce learned during the research and preliminary 
evaluate results of analyses. Participants on round tables (local government, civil sector, 
international organizations representatives, members of Project Council and Focus Group and 
citizens of different ethnic background) discussed analyze, provide additional information and 
suggested correction where it was necessary. 
 

                 
 

Those proposals were integrated in final report on research. The research will amend the 
following: 

• Legal framework, the most important provisions 
• Information on potential ratification of international documents  
• List of all institutions at the local and central level that are in charge of minority issues and  
   exercise of rights  
• Amount of local taxes collected, and the percentage allocated to minority communities  
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• Security/particularly the part pertaining to participation of Serbs in police forces/ particularly   
   the one under the municipal competences   
• Property of Serbs and their sustainable repatriation 
• Particular issues of Roma population 
 
Within this project, for the first time after the conflict, Kosovo municipalities’ officials came to 
Serbia, Vojvodina, and met the official authorities.  Participation in the study visit to Vojvodina 
was an excellent occasion to attend interactive discussion, regional conference dedicated to 
counseling on international relations as a key institution to exercise rights at the local level and 
where Serbia and Macedonia presented their experiences. 
The second important thing is the fact that different ethnic communities were included in the 
project: Serbian, Roma, Bosniak and Egyptian. Open, close and sincere communication may 
result in true concretization of a dialogue and realization of legitimate interests of vulnerable 
ethnic groups as well as other project activities.  
 
After round tables, meetings of Project Councils were organized in order to analyze project 
progress and recommend further steps towards successful project implementation.  
The activity that followed the visit was preparation of a training consisted of two parts. Training 
was based on results of analyses. First training was presence at the regional conference 
dedicated to experiences and practice of local self-governments from Serbia and Macedonia in 
the area of counseling on inter ethnic relations, and a separate training was dedicated to: 

• Minority rights  

• mediation (it was agreed to do a small research on the situation of the Mediation 
Committee,  purpose and practice in Kosovo and to hold a panel on exchange of 
experiences with the Central Asia having the same topic, regarding which Kyrgyzstan has 
an enormous experiences) 

• official use of languages of minority groups   
The second part of the training was implemented by the experts from the Executive Council and 
an NGO from Novi Sad.  
 
On study visit to Vojvodina that followed participated 15 persons, representatives from 
municipality local governments, media and civil sector from Obilic, Prizren and Gnjilane. Senta 
and Zrenjanin were destinations for study tour and in two day programme participants had 
several meetings with local government representatives of these municipalities. Sharing the 
practices and learning from Vojvodina institutions for minority rights protection and local policy 
creators in this field.  
 
On conference in October in Pristina results of the revised research were presented and 
discussed with attendance of Minister for Local Self-Governance, Advisor to the Prime Minister 
in the Kosovo Government, representatives of local self-governments and international 
organizations. Based on this ground, experts of Mother Theresa Society and Center for 
Regionalism made recommendations for improvement of minority rights protection on local 
and central level.  
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These recommendations were handed to the Advisor 
to the Prime Minister in the Kosovo Government and 
Deputy of the Minister for Local Self-Government and 
Vice-president of Kosovo Assembly during the lobby 
visit to Kosovo government. Project results and 
recommendations were printed in special publication 
on 4 languages: Turkish, Albanian, English and Serbian. 
In Media Center in Čaglavica with the presence of 
representative of Ministry for Local Self Government 
and Association of Kosovo Cities, achievements and 

outputs of project were promoted as well as publication that was distributed to all key factors 
that can contribute to the improvement of minority rights protection in local and central level 
of Kosovo.  
Project was supported by Kosovo Open Society Fund (KFOS).  
 
Local in Multiethnic Communities-Kosovo (Kamenica, Orahovac and Peć) was launched in 
September 2009. with the aim to strengthen the capacity of relevant municipal officials and 
respond to the needs and interests of non-Albanian communities. 
Center for regionalism and its partner Mother Theresa Society constituted Project Council, 
appointed Project Team and gained support of the municipal presidents through Letter of 
Commitment. Along with local policy assessment, capacity building needs assessment, resulted 
with training curriculum creation.  
One day training was delivered in 3 municipalities based on curriculum previously tailored 
trough consultative period with researchers, trainers and Project Councils. Curriculum was build 
on of the capacity building needs assessment.  Curriculum was consisted of three major topics: 
 

• International Legal Standards and Documents 

• Kosovo Legislative Framework on Minority Rights 

• Designing Multiethnic Policies in Local Communities 
 

                   
 
Trainings were conducted by experts from Vojvodina and Kosovo with the participation of 
representatives of local government, NGO and media, from target municipalities.   
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Preliminary results of the local policy assessment were presented and discussed on three round 
tables in each of the municipalities. Round table discussions provided variety of new insights of 
stakeholders: citizens, representatives of judicial institutions, police, media and NGO 
representatives.  
Study tour to Vojvodina was organized for the representatives of municipal governments and 
NGOs from three municipalities. Programme of study tour included visit to the municipalities 
Zrenjanin and Senta as well as the presentations, panel discussions and reflection group that 
were held in Novi Sad.  On this occasion participants had opportunity to meet and discuss with: 
 

• In Zrenjanin: President of Municipal Assembly, Representative of Municipal Minority 
Council, Deputy of the Local Ombudsperson and programme coordinator of the NGO 
Center for Development of Civil Society   

• In Senta: President and Vice-President of Municipality, President of Municipal Assembly, 
Deputy of Municipal Assembly, representatives of the Municipal Council, Municipal 
Court, police and  schools 
 

Furthermore, on panel discussions and presentations, participants exchanged good practices 
and learned from Vojvodina experience on minority rights protection that was presented by 
Provincial Ombudsperson, Director of the Office for Roma Inclusion and Deputy of Provincial 
Secretary for Regulations, Administration and National Minorities. Specific innovative approach 
to municipal administration and communication with citizens was presented by Director of the 
Agency for Informational Technologies and Communications on case study of Indjija. On the last 
day of study visit, Reflection group was organized. On this occasion participants discussed 
about learning points of the programme and possible follow up of the project.   
 
Final presentation of the results of the research and project in general was held in December in 
Pristina with the presence of Deputy OSCE Commissioner and other high ranking officials of the 
respective ministries within the Kosovo government.  
 
Local elections, which will be held in Kosovo on 15th November, caused some difficulties during 
implementation of project. Since target group of the project are employees of local government 
and they are directly involved in election campaign, it was hard for them to participate in all 
activities on the project. Nevertheless, local government was properly represented, although 
often deputed to officials of a lower rank.  
 
More appealing to higher rank officials were activities that are not time consuming and are 
implementing in local town or municipality such are: round tables, interviews with researcher 
and training activities. Activities that required travelling and few days absence from the office 
(study visit) were more interesting to other local government representatives. 
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Possible change of the local government implies change of the highest rank officials, although it 
is less probable to alternate lower rank officials, therefore sustainability of project is achieved. 
Outputs of the project, knowledge and built capacities will be continuously applied equally by 
the high (in case of unchanged political situation) and officials of lower rank.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, election campaign influenced dynamic of implementation of the project. In that sense, 

some of the previously planned and scheduled activities had to be reassigned and adjusted to the 

situation. For instance, training and study visit were organized before the elections in order to prevent 

dissemination of a target group caused by possible loss on elections, as it was suggested from local 

government representatives. 

Project was supported by OSCE Mission in Kosovo.  
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PHILIA ASSOCIATION  

INITIATIVES FOR GOOD LOCAL MANAGEMENT OF 

DIVERSE COMMUNITIES IN CENTRAL ASIA 

STUDY VISIT TO VOJVODINA 

Whole purpose of this project was to convey Philia's years of experience in Southeast Europe in 
the field of governance in multiethnic communities to Central Asia. Main result of the project 
should be recognized in application of these experiences in multiethnic communities in Central 
Asia. Purpose mentioned at the beginning was completely fulfilled. Project activities of partner 
organizations – Philia and CSIP were devised and realized in such a way that participants in this 
project – representatives of local governments in Central Asia –  were given a chance to learn 
how to build interethnic relations on new grounds and how to renew the trust between 
different ethnic communities in a post-conflict environment. This was achieved through visits to 
certain multiethnic communities and through talks with people involved in this practice in 
Southeast Europe. Success in this part of the project was achieved largely because of the good 
selection of participants from Central Asia in this study visit, which was done by Philia's partner 
organization CSIP from Bishkek.  In this sense, publishing call for examples of good practice in 
multiethnic communities in Central Asia proved to be a good method, as well as presentation of 
those examples on the seminar held in September 2009 in Bishkek and selecting most 
successful examples and local government representatives. In preparation of the program of 
this study visit, Philia's part was to try and find examples of good practice developed in 
different circumstances in various fields.  
 
First example of good practice presented to the participants in the study visit was in Subotica, a 
town in north Vojvodina (north Serbia). In times of flourishing nationalism in Serbia during the 
past decade, Subotica managed to maintain a relatively good level of interethnic relations, 
especially between Serbs who are the majority and Hungarians who are the largest ethnic 
minority in Subotica and Vojvodina. Representatives of local governments presented models of 
pro-minority policies in this town that contributed to the efficient protection of minorities and 
to the reinforcement of stable interethnic relations. Participants in the study visit were 
especially impressed by the full transparency of development and realization of these pro-
minority policies for the citizens.  
  
During the visit to Bajina Basta, town bordered with Srebrenica, neighboring municipality in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina just across the river Drina, participants had a chance to see an example 
of good practice in cross-border cooperation. Tragedy of Srebrenica and bombing from the 
slopes of Mount Tara in the municipality of Bajina Basta has caused grave consequences on 
once excellent relations between these two towns. During talks with representatives of both 
towns and several non-governmental organizations, participants of the study visit were 
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introduced to cross-border cooperation model that helps abrogation of ballasts of recent past 
and consequences of war. Starting point of this cooperation was political will of leading people 
from these two towns expressed by the act of signing of the Agreement on Interethnic 
Tolerance, which was facilitated by Philia. This Agreement became a foundation for the renewal 
of cooperation after the war. On the basis of this document, process of establishment of the 
cross-border development agency that connects organizations engaged in economy, culture, 
information, ecology and other fields, was initiated. As a result of cooperation developed on 
these grounds, tensions are alleviated and psychological barriers caused by the war are being 
removed. 
 

                          
 

 

Third example of good practice introduced to the participants of the study visit, not directly 
related with interethnic relations, was the 48 hour system applied in the municipality of Indjija, 
town situated not far from Novi Sad. This is a system widely known even outside of Serbia: 
electronic governance that guaranties each citizen any requested document or insight in 
operations of local administration, public utility enterprises and their finances within a 48 hour 
deadline. Financial Times magazine singled out Indjija as one of the most popular investment 
destinations in Serbia and in the whole region of Southeast Europe. Primarily because of 
efficient administration, good infrastructure and use of most modern information technology. 
Participants were deeply impressed by this system.  
 
Finally, participants of this study visit had a chance to take part in a round table discussion on 
the subject of inclusion of Roma in Vojvodina.  
 

By the end of the visit, participants took part in evaluation of this segment of the project and 

general conclusion was that it presented a significant experience in three important fields: 
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- Development of successful pro-minority policies in multiethnic communities 
- Rebuilding cross-border cooperation between local authorities in a post-conflict 

environment, 
- Establishing modern, efficient local administration close to the citizens, this contributes 

to alleviation of ethnic tensions through social wellbeing. 
 
General conclusion was that Philia and CSIOP, with the support from LGI, should secure 
continuation of this project by helping local governments in Central Asia to apply these 
experiences in accordance with their own specific circumstances and needs.  
 

 

Workshop on mediation  
 
Second part of the project was related with organization of workshops in Kosovo on the subject 
of mediation. Workshop programs and selection of four participants from Kyrgyzstan were 
devised by SCIP, partner organization from Bishkek. In a workshop held on September 25thin 
Pristina, beside guests from Kyrgyzstan, participants were representatives of the Ministry of 
Local Self Governance, international institutions and a number of municipalities in Kosovo with 
experience in mediation, obtained during times when Committees for Mediation were 
mandatory local self government bodies, as it was in keeping with UNMIK's regulations in 2007. 
This workshop was a good example of two-way exchange of experiences, because mediation 
practice in Kyrgyzstan significantly differs from mediation practice in Kosovo. Participants had a 
chance to learn one from another and to improve local practice on the basis of this exchange. 
Main difference comes from the fact that Committees for Mediation in Kosovo were imposed 
from “above”, i.e. from measures imposed by UNMIK administration. In Kyrgyzstan, situation is 
completely different: groups and government bodies engaged in mediation were created from 
grassroots, i.e. through self-organizing NGOs and individuals for the purpose of prevention or 
healing interethnic conflicts. This difference proved to be crucial for mediation in practice, 
because it is more efficient in Kyrgyzstan than in Kosovo. However, guests from Kyrgyzstan had 
a chance to learn about examples of good practice in Kosovo and about legal regulations of this 
important institution. 
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Facilitating Cross-border Cooperation, Kyrgyzstan 

and Tajikistan  
 

From 6-7 November 2009, Philia partnered with LGI and UNDP offices in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan to 
hold a conference on cross-border cooperation between Batken province, Kyrgyzstan and Sugd 
province, Tajikistan. 
 

                             
 
 
Local leaders from border areas of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan came together for an intensive, 
two-day conference in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan (6-7 November 2009) to advance cross-border 
cooperation at the local level in these neighboring countries. 
 
The goal of the conference was to strengthen cooperation among neighboring communities of 
Batken province, Kyrgyzstan and Sugd province, Tajikistan at rayon and municipality levels 
through the exchange of knowledge and experience.  
 
In addition to over 20 local leaders from border communities of Batken oblast, Kyrgyzstan, Sugd 
province, Tajikistan, staff of UNDP offices in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, experts of the Center for 
Social Integration Policies (NGO) in Kyrgyzstan, and a representative of LGI's Managing 
Multiethnic Communities Program, three members of the Association of Multiethnic Cities of 
South Eastern Europe - Philia, based participated in the event.  
 
Philia representatives shared their experiences in building sustaining a network of cities (within 
government and NGO members) based on principles of interethnic tolerance. They offered 
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practical advice on inter-municipal projects and activities for municipal and rayon leaders from 
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. 
 
 

                               
 
 
The conference was oriented toward meeting the following objectives:  
 

� Improving understanding of cross-border cooperation activities of joint cross-
border groups and municipal associations between Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan; 

� Learning about and exploring the relevance of cross-border cooperation 
activities in South Eastern Europe by Philia Association and OSI/LGI to Central 
Asian contexts;  

� Discuss opportunities and plan for cooperation between cross-border 
communities of Batken province, Kyrgyzstan and Sugd province, Tajikistan, Philia, 
LGI/OSI, and the UNDP 

 
The conference marked a major step forward in efforts by the UNDP in these areas of 
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan over the past five years to facilitate cross-border cooperation. Though 
cross-border working groups have been established and communication is regular, a formal 
agreement about how to sustain a more systematic level cooperation across the border has 
been slow to materialize. 
 
During the conference, participants drafted a work plan to formalize cooperation at rayon and 
municipality levels. The conference resulted in the signing of an Memorandum of 

Understanding by the local leaders that commits them to a number of duties to facilitate cross-
border cooperation, irrespective of the role of the UNDP.  
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A visit to Bishkek – Common Activities Planning  

 
A Delegation of the Associations of Multi-Ethnic Cities of South-East Europe, Philia comprised of 
Aleksandar Popov, Philia Secretary General and Radomir Šovljanski, Progamme Assistant, paid a 
working visit to Bishkek on 8 to 13 June 2009. On that occasion they agreed with partner 
oganisations, CSIP and UNDP Kyrgyzstan on activities to be conducted in two areas. Activities 
with CSIP, a partner organisation, will be in the sphere of transfer of experience and examples 
of good practice in multi-ethnic communities from South-East Europe to Central Asia.  It is 
agreed with UNDP Kyrgyzstan to transfer experience in the area of cross-border cooperation 
and assistance in setting up cooperation triangles which could gradually grow into an 
Association of Multi-Ethnic Cities of Central Asia. These programmes will be conducted again 
the support of the LGI Foundation, Budapest. 
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Capacity Building of Center for Regionalism Staff 

 
For the period of year 2009 employees of Center for regionalism attended various seminars, 
conferences and courses in order to build up knowledge, skills and competences and improve 
performance of the organization. List of these activities follows. 
 

• Training session “The Competencies of the Judiciary of the EULEX Mission”, organized by 
Youth Dialogue Program, Novi Sad 

• Training session ”The Evolution of Collective Security: NATO in the 21st Century”, 
organized by Tran conflict and Youth Dialogue Program, Novi Sad 

• Workshop “The Partnership for Peace Programme – Opportunities for Serbia”, 
organized by Tran conflict and Youth Dialogue Program, Novi Sad 

• Training session “Monitors on implementation of Law on Free Access to Information of 
Public Importance, Law on Local Self-Government, Public Procurement Law and Law on 
Prevention of Conflict of Interests in Discharge of Public Office”, organized by European 
Movement in Serbia, Belgrade 

• Online education about history, institutions and accession policies of EU Training for 
trainers on project “Bells for Europe”, European Movement in Serbia, Belgrade 

• Debate “Stop Aid Now” in framework of Balkan snapshots film festival, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

• New Visions School of English Language - CAE (certificate in advanced English) 
Cambridge certificate language course 
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